
 

AUTOMATIC GATES SAFETY CURTAINS OR 

PHOTO-SWITCHES? 

 

Why do you recommend safety curtains (S8) over photo-switches (S1)? There are two 

good reasons, 1st they can protect a greater area and 2nd they save money long-term. 

 

     
 

Are they cheaper? No in fact they are two or three times more money to buy and more 

time consuming to install. 

 

How then, do they save money? Once an installation has been complete and worthy of a 

‘CE’ mark, it is tested so that it may comply with the current standards. The installer 

should show that the system was set up and commissioned in an operational safe state, 

with reasonable operator forces that pose minimum risk to bystanders and users alike. 

 

Some gates by their very size and construction, as well as local environmental affects, 

often struggle to pass the published force testing requirements of the ‘Machinery 

directive’. Also if they were set up to achieve a pass then they may not operate against 

poor weather conditions, just when they are most needed? 

 

  
 

Force testing requires 27+/- calibrated measurements that must pass and the greater the 

wind resistance, the bigger the effect on testing, so weather conditions may need to be 

suitable and this could delay or add to cost and jeopardizing accuracy of results 

 



This exercise takes a fully trained engineer or two, time and to complete. This extra value 

has to be priced into each job together with any subsequent testing. This could make an 

otherwise simple service or repair £100’s more expensive than it would otherwise be! 

 

  
 

So how can it save money? Safety curtains are a wall of invisible beams across a given 

point, with many more sensors than the single photo-switch, the protection is better as it 

can also cover the hinge gap across the front of swing gates, possibly the most high risk 

area! On sliding gates, special master & slave units provide great, non-contact protection. 

 

By using the right safety curtains, lengthy force testing can be reduced and money saved 

across the life of the installation. The protection of users is enhanced and new intelligent 

type devices can be set up to protect more complex areas, that would have needed more 

expensive alternative measures, especially with sliding gates. 

 

Why now? The technology about this solution is new and although the devices have been 

tried and tested in lifts, their use outdoors is recent but the safety benefit can be huge. 

 

   
 

Every day people risk their investment and safety by a lack in the original design! 
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